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Team Bath, National Champions.

Over  the  weekend  of  17th &  18th February,  Team  Bath  took  twenty-three

athletes  & three  coaches

to  the  Universities  &

Colleges  national

championships.

Individual  contests  were

held on the Saturday and

Teams on the Sunday.

GOLD U60kg - Ankit, 
started judo Oct. 22.
 

The medal haul was: 5 Gold, 1 Silver & 4 Bronzes in the individuals.

Gold & Bronze in the men’s and Gold in the women’s. Meaning that

the University of Bath is now



the national judo champions for this year! Team Bath has a two tier training

structure in judo. The full-time programme, which trains twice a day and is

run by Adam Hall the Head coach, with Greg Varey assisting. I, Gleeson Judo

coach the other group, the

recreational  student’s

club,  who  train  twice  a

week, once with me on a

Saturday.  Over  half  of

those  we  took  from  this

group only started judo 

Gold U66kg, Jack, started Oct. 23, 
Bronze Ammar, Started Oct. 22.

this  academic  year.  Meaning

October,  with  December  off  as  no

uni.  This  didn’t  stop  them  from

collecting  medals  at  this  national

event. It also has to be remembered

that, we have had outings at other

competitions,  London  Universities

open in November (see report) and

as  a  “warm-up”  comp  the  week

before  BUCS  at  Warwick,  where

they  brought  back  3  silvers  and  a

gold! 

Gold U48kgs, Sunisha, 
Started Oct. 23.
Bronze medalist absent due to injury.



I  have  to  say  the  dedication  and

commitment of these students I find awe

inspiring! To go from a “standing start” to

national  medals  in  the  time  they  have

been training, is quite phenomenal.

Gold U90kg, Luke full-time.

I  have  put  under  the  pictures  of

the  medalists,  their  weight

catogory  as  far  as  I  remember,

their starting date for those I have

been coaching or the fact they are

in the full-time programme. As I

have little to do 

Gold O100kgs Alex, full-time. 

Silver U81kg, ‘Cam’ full-time. 



with the full-timers, I’m not paying them much attention here. They obviously

train hard and are excellent athletes, but its a different game to that which I

deal with. 

Well,  I  think  that’s

enough  for  now.  Any

questions or anything at

all, please use the links

on the website to get in

touch.  Thanks  for

reading, and training so

hard!! 

Bronze U57kg Beyza, started Oct. 23. 

       

Bronze Gergo full-time. 

Bronze James, full-time.

Finn Gleeson, 25.2.24.


